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Abstract. Bigraphs have been recently proposed as a meta-model for global
computing resources; they are built orthogonally on two structures: a hierarchical
‘place’ graph for locations and a ‘link’ (hyper-)graph for connections. XML is
now the standard meta-language for the data exchange and storage on the web.
In this paper we address the similarities between bigraphs and XML and we propose bigraphs as a rich model for XML (and XML contexts). Building on this
idea we proceed by investigating how the recently proposed logic of BiLog can
be instantiated to describe, query and reason about web data (and web contexts).
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Introduction

Bigraphs are an emerging model for structures in global computing, which can be instantiated to model several well-known examples, including the π-calculus, the ambient
calculus and Petri nets [17]. They consist essentially of a tree-structured place graph –
representing the ambient-like nesting of locations – coupled with a link (hyper)graph on
the same nodes – representing the π-calculus-like communication channels. In [14], we
build on such bi-structural nature to introduce a ‘Contextual Spatial Logic’ for bigraphs
built on two orthogonal sublogics: a place graph logic, expressing the structure of locations, and a link graph logic, expressing connections among locations. For this reason,
we name the formalism BiLog. In particular, the place graph logic is a generalisation of
both Spatial Logic [3] and Context Tree Logic [4]. Moreover, we are currently undertaking to extend BiLog with temporal modalities, so as to model bigraphical reactive
systems (BRS) and therefore generalise dynamic spatial logics (as, e.g., the Ambient
Logic [9]). Thus, BiLog and its subcalculi are very general and promising as logics to
characterise spatial structures and interconnections.
XML data are essentially tree-shaped resources, and have been modelled with unordered labelled tree in [5] where an important connection between semistructured data
and mobile ambients was uncovered. Starting from loc. cit., several works on spatial
logic for semistructured data and XML have been proposed (e.g. [6, 7, 15]). Among
these, a query language on semistructured data based on Ambient Logic was studied
in [8] and implemented in [11, 13]. The present paper enriches over such model of
tree-shaped data by adding links on resource names, so as to obtain a more general
model for semistructured data and XML. A similar step was taken in [10], which we
improve upon by making use of the well-studied categorical structure of bigraph, which
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internalises the notion of link and makes the difference between strong and structural
separation explicit. In addition, bigraphs naturally model XML contexts: we thus obtain
with no additional effort a logic to describe XML contexts which can be interpreted as
web services or XML transformations.
Here we focus on the applications of BiLog to XML data. In particular, we first
show how XML data (and, more generally, contexts or positive web services) can be
interpreted as a bigraph. Equipped with such ‘bigraphical’ representation of XML data
and contexts, we then give a gentle introduction to different fragments of BiLog and
show how they can be applied to describe and reason about XML. The contribution
of the paper is therefore to identify (fragments of) BiLog as a suitable formalism for
semistructured data, and illustrate its expressiveness by means of selected examples.
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Bigraphs

We give a crash introduction to bigraphs [17]. We restrict our attention exclusively to
abstract pure bigraph, whose algebraic axiomatisation has been provided in [18].
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Fig. 1. Bigraph G

The bigraph G in Fig.1 is a structure built on two orthogonal graphs over the same
group of nodes, shown here with bold outlines. Nodes may be nested in a hierarchical
tree structure (the place graph, shown as the inclusion of a node in another), and have
ports that may be connected by links (the link graph, shown as edges connecting nodes).
The nesting of nodes imposes no constrain upon the linkage of their ports, hence the
orthogonality of the structures.
Every node of the place graph has a control, which represents what kind of node it
is and its arity, i.e., an ordinal telling the number of ports and marking them unambiguously. In the Figures 1 and 2, arity is one for oval shaped nodes, two for the round ones,
three for the triangular one.
At the top level of the nesting structure are the roots. In the figure there is a unique
root, shown as a dotted outline. In general however there may be multiple roots. Inside
a node there may be holes, shown as shaded boxes in the figure, which formalise contexts. Roughly speaking, a place graph is a list of (unordered) trees that can have holes
as leaves. Place graphs are characterised by a couple of ordinals, written as m → n,
denoting respectively the number of holes and the number of roots in the bigraph. The
use of ordinals allows us to mark holes and roots uniquely.
The link graph is characterised by a couple of sets of names X → Y. The set X
represents the inner names (drawn in the figure below the bigraph) and Y represents

the set of outer names (drawn above the bigraph). The link graph connects a port to a
name or an edge. In Fig. 1 an edge is represented by a line between nodes. Ports can be
associated both to names and to edges, in any finite number. A link to a name is open
and may be connected to other nodes in case of composition between bigraphs. A link
to an edge is closed and cannot be connected to other ports. The role of names becomes
clearer after introducing the composition operator of bigraphs.
The right hand side of Fig. 2 represents the composition G ◦ g between the two
bigraphs G and g described on the left hand side. The main idea is to insert g into
the context G. The operation is partially defined, since it requires the inner names and
the number of holes of G to match to the number of roots and the outer names of g
respectively. Shared names create the new links between the two structures. Intuitively,
the composition first places root region of g in the proper hole of G and then joins equal
inner names of G and outer names of g. In particular note the edge connecting the inner
names y and z in G, its presence produces a link between two internal nodes of g after
the composition.
As explained in [17], the tensor product ⊗ of bigraphs is defined only if they do not
have common inner names or outer names, and it puts the place graphs one next to the
other (in order), obtaining a bigraph with more roots and holes, and operates the disjoint
union between inner names and outer names of the place graphs.
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Fig. 2. Bigraphical composition
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Modelling XML Contexts as Bigraphs

The importance of the underlying hierarchical structure in XML, as well as the fact that
links are used sporadically only for modelling relations between nodes, hints bigraphs
as good models for XML documents. We interpret these documents as ground bigraphs,
i.e., without either holes or inner names. The interpretation is trivial when nominal
constraints are not considered (e.g. ID and IDREF attributes and namespaces), since the
tree structure of XML elements is mapped into a place graph by associating controls to
tags and values. In this case, there is no link between nodes, all controls have arity zero,
and the XML file is completely modelled by the place graph only, in a kind of ambient
like formalism [5].
When we want to model also nominal resources and links we enrich controls with
identification ports and pointer ports and we connect them in the link graph. We obtain
a model similar to the trees with dangling pointers presented in [10]. Notice that the

link graph is able to model also local names (that is names protected in the model) and
so also unnamed connections.
As an example, consider a database that stores scientific papers and information
about their authors. We focus on the fragment quoted in the document below.
<authors>
<author name="Conf" n="ID2" coauth="ID5">
<Address n="ID1">"."</Address>
<Phon n="ID3">"."</Phon>
</author>
<author name="Sass" n="ID5" coauth="ID7">
<Address n="ID4">"."</Address>
<Phon n="ID6">"."</Phon>
</author>
<author name="Mace" n="ID7">
<Address n="ID8">"."</Address>
<Phon n="ID10">"."</Phon>
</author>
</authors>

Tag Author has an identifier, IDi , a link to another author, coauth, that is an IDREF
attribute, and a general attribute, name. In the corresponding bigraphical encoding, see
Fig. 3, every tag Author is associated to a control of arity three. Exploiting the order
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Fig. 3. XML encoding

of the ports, we identify a port with the corresponding XML attribute unambiguously.
In the picture we assume the ports ordered clockwise. The first port corresponds to
the general attribute name, and is connected by a close link (an edge) to a value. The
second one corresponds to the identifier, ID, and is connected to an outer name. The
final attribute corresponds to the reference, coauth, and is connected to a name that
correspond to another Author tag.
The parent-child relationship on nodes in bigraphs does not capture order among
children of the same node. So bigraphs can be seen as a (ordered) list of unordered
(contexts of) trees connected through links. This model can be used for XML data
whose document order is not relevant. Such a document arises, for instance, in XML
encodings of relational databases [2], in the integration of semi-structured database
sources, or in the case of distributed XML documents in a P2P environment [19]
More generally, a bigraph can be seen as a context for unordered XML data, just
because there can be holes in it. So in the previous example we can imagine to put holes

in place of some nodes. This yields a context that can be interpreted as a contextual
XML document, that is function (web service) taking a list of XML files and returning
their composition in context, by fitting every file in the relative position (as marked by
its position on the list). In this way we can model web services, besides plain XML
documents.
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BiLog for XML Contexts

In [14] we introduced BiLog for bigraphical structures. In §3 we have shown that XML
(unordered) data and contexts can be modelled as bigraphical structures. This section
briefly introduces BiLog, and explains how it can be used for describing, querying and
reasoning about XML. In particular, we analyse three possible cases: (i) logics for place
graphs to model XML data trees and tree contexts (without considering nominal resources); (ii) logics for discrete bigraphs (essentially trees with unique identifiers) for
XML with identified nodes; (iii) bigraphical logics for XML with soft-link connections
(implemented with nominal resources, eg. ID-IDREF pointers or namespaces).
XML without IDs As mentioned previously, without nominal resources XML amounts
to unordered labelled tree. In [5] the author shows that such a model has some similarities with ambient calculus terms, which [8] uses to introduce a query language for
semistructured data based on Ambient Logic. In [14] we show that the static fragment
of ambient logic (STL) can be easily extended to the Place Graph Logic (PGL in the
following) to model general contexts of tree-shaped resources. In particular PGL can
describe place graphs, that is bigraphs without links, and so it can be used to talk about
XML contexts (without attributes) using the encoding we defined in the previous section. We briefly present here some operators of PGL, and we informally show their
semantics in the XML case. (Some of the connectives are derived; the reader is referred
to [14] for the details.)
Table 4.1. PGL: Place Graph Logic (some operators)
A, B ::=
F
A⇒B
1
idn
A⊗B
A◦B
A ◦−B
K(A)
A|B

formulas
false
implication
empty single rooted bigraph
identity on n number of holes (even zero)
decomposing in two place graphs one next to the other
decomposing in two place graphs one inside the other
if inserted in a context A (with s holes) then B
a control K containing something satisfying A
decomposing in two trees whose merge is the current model

The formulae F and A ⇒ B are standard and the other propositional connectives T,
¬, ∧, ∨, ⇔ are derived as usual. There are spatial constants 1, join, and idn denoting a
singleton place graph (interpreted as a single XML context). We interpret 1 to be the

empty XML context, join the context merging two XML contexts in one, while id is the
identity context, which transforms XML trees to themselves. The two spatial operators
A ⊗ B and A ◦ B express two ways of composing contexts. The first is horizontal and
produces a (ordered and separated) pair of contexts one next to the other. The second
one is vertical and corresponds to fill the s holes of a context satisfying A with the
context satisfying B. They are both non commutative. From this operators we can derive
the Ambient-like operators for trees: K(A) is the context that inserts a new root labelled
K in the top of a single XML context satisfied by A, and A | B (parallel composition)
denotes contexts obtained by merging the tree contexts satisfying A and B in a single
root. Note that, since parallel composition performs a merge of the contexts, it provides
a commutative monoid with 1 as neutral element. An interesting connective is A ◦−B,
which essentially expresses that whenever the current model is inserted inside a XML
context satisfying A, then the resulting context satisfies B.
In general, models of PGL are positive functions from m to n that given a list of m
XML contexts produces a list of n XML contexts. By ‘positive’ we mean that they can
only add structure to the parameters, and not remove or replace parts of them. In this
sense, XML contexts are viewed as positive XML web services that take XML documents (possibly with calls to other web services, so that they effectively are XML contexts), and return XML documents. This is similar to the model of Positive Active XML
proposed in [1], but with a remarkable difference: since our model does not handle ordered trees, we cannot restrict attention to functions between XML (active) documents.
We need to use a list of parameters and a list of resulting contexts. To understand better
the idea, consider the web service below.
wb : K1 (id1 ) | K2 (id2 )
It takes two trees and puts the first inside a node labelled K1 , the second inside a node
labelled K2 , and finally produces the parallel composition of the two resulting trees. We
need ordered parameters to put the right root in the right hole. A web service like this
can be solely identified by a characteristic formula (corresponding to the tree), but more
generally a formula like K1 (id1 ) | T can match all web services having at least one hole
and decomposable as a node of arity one labelled K1 in parallel to something else. In
this sense a notion of type for web services arises. Similarly to [12], where the spatial
tree logic is used to describe XML types and constraints, we can use PGL to formalise
web service types and constraints.
Since also XML (active) documents are contexts, we can actually use the PGL to
describe Active XML documents and web service in an unique framework. In addition,
we can use an approach like TQL [8] to query Active XML documents and web service,
and eventually use types to avoid web service useless invocations.

XML Contexts with identified nodes In the previous section we focused on the tree
structure only. Since logic and model have no way to directly identify resources, it is
only possible to access a resource through navigation. A different approach is possible
when the XML document has nominal resources, that is names identifying resources
(e.g. node identifiers). In this case, the tree model can be seen as an extension of a heap

memory model in which locations are referred to by names. Such names are intrinsically separated by the tensor product, which is defined only on structures with disjoint
name sets. We can see such models as discrete bigraphs, i.e., place graphs with named
resources but no name sharing between different resources. Since BiLog is designed as
freely generated from a set of constructors, such a logic is obtained easily extending the
PGL with named (identified) controls K x and renamings x ← y.
The resulting logic is able to express properties of (contexts of) resources that can
be accessed in two ways: as usual, by navigation through the tree structure, and by using
names controls as pointers.
The logic essentially adds two operators to PGL: K~a for named nodes and a ← b for
renaming these names. The control formula K~a has a list of names, although in the case
of XML with identifiers and no links only one name is needed. Thus, we write K x to
denote the node (with a hole) inside labelled K with name identifier x, and the formula
K x denotes this XML context only. The rename a ← b is needed in order to map names
of different sources to different identifiers (e.g., x ← y ◦ Ky = K x ). The tensor product
now constraints the models to be separated both in locality and in names, i.e., when we
write A ⊗ B we mean that the models satisfying A and B have disjoint sets of identifiers
(that is disjoint outer faces). On the other hand the composition A ◦ B is defined when
the inner face of A and outer face of B coincide.
XML Contexts with Connections In general XML data have connections between
nodes that are not related to the parent-child relationship. These connections can be
explicitly designed in a DTD (such as ID and IDREF attributes), or can also be implicit
by the use of namespaces.
In order to model connections between resources and treat structures with pointers,
we have to extend the model and the logic of discrete bigraph with a notion of sharing.
The sharing is obtained in bigraphs through links between names of resources. In our
example, we have encoded identifiers as tag names and IDREFs as pointers to names
in the same document. In [14] we have introduced a logic for general bigraphs as a
composition of a link graph logic and a place graph spatial logic. Such a combination is
very expressive, and induces a hiding operator for local/private/hidden names. For the
present application to XML this is only needed for the encoding of value attributes. On
the other hand, we require a notion of separating conjunction with sharing, in order to
express properties like: “The author of paper X has a relationship with the author of
paper Y.” In fact, this property expresses separation on resources (different authors of
different papers), but sharing on linked names. Such operator is explicitly introduced
in [14] by using the tensor product of BiLog, the renaming function and the freshness
operator of nominal logics. The main idea is that a link between names can be seen as
a separation between separated names that are then linked by means of substitution.

5

Conclusions

In the paper we have sketched the application of BiLog to describe and reason about
XML data. However, this is not the main reason why BiLog and bigraphs are interesting
for XML and other global resources in general. Bigraphs were introduced basically to

model dynamic concurrent systems, where they are used as a contextual way to specify
reaction rules. We believe that BiLog, inheriting the flexibility and universality of such
model, will help to create a general logic framework uniformly applicable to several
actual calculi. The study of the case of XML was initiated here, and in the future we
plan to extending to more sophisticated semistructured data models.
The similarities between XML and bigraphs have been pointed out independently
also in [16] where XML is proposed as a language to implement bigraphs. In this paper
we have focused on the other way around, that is ‘bigraphs as models for XML’.
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